
Big Question 

How did music lift spirits     
during the World Wars? 

What to revisit? 

Stave Notation (Y5) 

Stylistic Features of Music (Y5) 

Singing with accuracy and fluency (Y5) 

Key Vocabulary 

I will use: 

Pulse, Rhythm,  
Stave Notation,  

Untuned Percussion,  
Genres of Music. 

Assessment Question / Task 

I will be able to perform 
popular war songs, using 

vocals and percussion 

 How was drumming used 
to motivate troops in WW1?    

Can I play rhythms to a marching 
beat using untuned percussion? 

Can I compose my own rhythms 
using untuned percussion, and 
record my composition using 

stave notation? 

Can I learn songs from 
WW1 and discuss how the 
stylistic features impacted 

people at the time? 

Can I perform a marching song 
from WW1, incorporating 
rhythmic elements from      

previous lessons? 

Can I begin to learn a song 
from WW2, and compare its    
stylistic features to the WW1 

song learnt previously? 

Can I learn a song from 
WW2 from memory, and 
perform with increased 

accuracy and expression? 

Can I combine learnt war songs 
and rhythmic elements, to perform 

in multiple parts, following     
conductor’s cues and directions? 

Year 6 Autumn 1 



Big Question 

How do different melodies play 
in time together, creating     
harmony and variety? 

What to revisit? 

Stave Notation (Aut 1) 

Stylistic Features of Music (Aut 1) 

Playing tuned percussion (Y5) 

Key Vocabulary 

I will use: 

Letter/Stave Notation,  
Untuned Percussion,  

Genres of Music, 
Ostinato 

Assessment Question / Task 

I will be able to perform ‘Carol of 
the bells’ in an ensemble, playing 

one of multiple parts in time. 

 Can I recognise and       
confidently discuss the stylistic  
features of music from different 
genres, and relate it to other      

aspects of the Arts (e.g. films.)  

Can I identify and          
perform an ostinato in     

time with peers? 

Can I use musical vocabulary 
correctly to describe and 
evaluate the features of a 

piece of music? 

Can I perform increasingly 
complex melodies in time with 
peers, following stave and letter 

notation? 

Can I perform by following a 
conductor’s cues, coming in at 
the right time, in a performance 

with multiple parts? 

Can I perform increasingly 
complex melodies in time 
with peers, playing in an  
ensemble with 2 parts? 

Can I play as part of an   
ensemble, playing in time 

with peers in 2 or 3           
different parts? 

Year 6 Autumn 2 



Big Question 

How do you play the ukulele? 

What to revisit? 

Ukulele basics (Y4) 

Letter/ Stave notation (Aut 2) 

Playing Pulse vs. Rhythm (Aut 1) 

Key Vocabulary 

I will use: 

Ukulele, Strum, Pluck, Tune 
Parts of the ukulele (e.g. fret, bridge…) 
Letter/ Stave notation, Crotchet, Rest, 

Pulse, Rhythm, Quaver, minim, 

Can I learn songs using 3 chords and 
quick chord-changes? Can I sing and 

play at the same time? 

Assessment Question / Task 

I can play the ukulele, both plucking in-
dividual strings, and strumming chords. 
I can perform, following letter, stave and 

graphic (tab) notation. 
 Can I hold and strum a ukulele 

correctly? Can I name and label the 
different parts of a ukulele? 

 Can I identify each ukulele string, 
and tune my ukulele? Can I strum in 

time, following stave notation? 

Year 6 Spring Term 

 Can I pluck open strings in time to 
the pulse, and create simple rhythms, 

following letter/ stave notation? 

 Can I pluck open strings in time to 
more complex rhythms, creating my 

own letter/ stave notation? 

 Can I use 
the frets to 

play different 
notes on the 
A-string, and 
play chords 

in time to the 
pulse? 

 Can I pluck 
different notes 
in the time to 

the pulse, 
moving up 

the chromatic 
scale? (Tab 
notation) 

 Can I name different stave notation 
symbols and recognise their value? 

Can I follow tab (graphic) notation? 

 Can I learn longer songs using 2 
chords, and follow letter notation to 
change chords are the correct time? 

 Can I learn to strum a ‘C7’ chord, and 
play songs that involve quicker chord 
changes and less regular rhythms? 

 Can I play an ‘F’ chord in time to the 
pulse of ‘Frere Jacques’? Can I create 

and perform my own lyrics? 

 Can I play a ‘C’ chord in time to the 
pulse of ‘Row, row, row your boat’? 


